tors except Boon, whose praise of Folly and parody ticular assertions), and he gives no situational of anthropology win favor. The conclusion is, none-analysis of why such claims might be made at a theless, appropriate. It challenges "mystical" pas-given moment to a given audience according to facsages in some of the papers from the standpoint of tors of local-level politics or wider politico-ecoempirically grounded British social anthropology, nomic trends. Fulani are said to be important foils and it suggests that anthropological self-criticism to the Dowayo sense of being, yet these Fulani are made from a carnivalesque standpoint could go not identified further; were/are they, for instance, much further than it does in the present volume. subjects of the Lamido of Rey Bouba, or raiders (or Only a Leach could subtly strike this double blow. their descendants) on the fringe of Rabeh's jihad?
Such timelessness and lack of context is purposeful. Barley writes that "to show an area has structure is not to show that it has meaning or communicates something" (p. 11). Rather, through bricolage, Doway0 culture "plays games" resulting in, say, a fes- to concern itself'! IP, 681; ritual sysknowledge of symbolism and symbolization is not Barley dismisses many conventions Of anthropo-advanced by an approach through which the studwayo are 'la pagan, montagnard people" (P. ) reinvented (in obscure phrasing) as lJvariouS ways whom Barb' distinguishes from other groups often in which the arbitrary may be converted to the mo- subsumed by the pejorative term "Kirdi"; Barley's phrase, though, seems a mere euphemism for the latter, given 1. -c. Froelich's treatise (1 968)-to which no mention is made-associating these "montagnards paleonigritiques" with others throughout West Africa. Dowayo have been confused with Fali (p. 11 3, fn. 2), yet Barley makes no mention of Lebeuf's work (1961) among these latter, to substantiate his claim of a difference.
He writes that Dowayo "disclaim all kinship with surrounding peoples" (p. I), but cites no informants' statements to this effect (readers never encounter any particular Dowayo, nor are they informed as to who and how many know/believe parreviews
